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collections V-Shape
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 Hall 16
Stand C9-D10 a C12-D11
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Cerrad x LaMania Home

We invite you on a journey, where we take the love and passion for art, travel, fashion and beauty of the world around us, and transfer it into the world of interiors. The latest collections: Brazilian Quartzite, Ceppo Nuovo, Modern Concrete, Marmo Thassos and Morocco will allow you to create unique and original spaces. Be inspired, combine them with your vision of an ideal interior and create your own personal style. Tiles from the new concept, due to their diversity and their many colors and formats, will be perfect for any apace. The only limiting factor here may be imagination.
 See more
 
 








No limits
Choose your style
The Cerrad collections let you fulfil your dreams of exceptional and unique composition. Our portfolio is regularly enriched with new collections of tiles inspired by wood design, minimalist concrete surfaces, the beauty of natural stone, and elegant marble.
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New products
That which is best, is most often reflected in nature. Wood delights with its shades and textures, creates a unique atmosphere and adds that cozy feeling to the interior. We’re pleased to present the new wood-like tile collections: Guardian Wood and Sentimental Wood - they will help you create and enjoy a wonderful, timeless and functional interior.
 See more







Designer area
Create perfect interior designs with Cerrad tiles.
 See more


 
Partner area
Open up to the possibilities. Sales representatives, new B2B sales platform.
 See more




 We love these kinds of news!
For its 20th time,Around the Ceramic Tiles Quarterly, has distinguished and honored the most beautiful […]


 

  White living room
White in interiors symbolizes purity, freshness and elegance. It’s also extremely universal, because it matches […]


 

 

Newsletter / Stay updated
  Sign up 




Join us
 
 
 
 
 
 


Offer
	Bathroom tiles
	Living room tiles
	Kitchen tiles
	Tiles for balconies
	Large-format tiles
	Exterior facade tiles
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Contact
CERRAD Ltd.
 Radomska Street 49 B
 27-200 Starachowice


Tel. No.  +48 41 275 54 33
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Information about cookies
Cookies? Why not? We just want to adapt to your needs. By clicking on “Accept all cookies” you consent to the storage of cookies on your device. Cookies are stored in order to properly provide the services, and for statistical or advertising purposes.

More information on how we use cookies and how to manage them can be found in our Cookies Policy.
SettingsAccept All



Manage consent
   Close Choose the type of cookies
This website uses cookies to improve your experience when navigating. They include cookies classified as necessary, and they are stored in the browser as they are necessary for the operation of the basic website functions. We also use third-party cookies that help us to analyse and understand the way you use the website. Such cookies will be stored in your browser only upon your consent. You can also resign from these cookies. However, if you resign from some cookies, it may affect your comfort when browsing.

 

  Necessary    Necessary 
  Always Enabled 
Necessary cookies include indispensable cookies that we use for the Cerrad Website to operate and functional cookies that assist in the operation and design of the Cerrad Website. They improve the functionality of the Cerrad Website, and allow for its personalization. Necessary cookies are only placed  in response to actions undertaken by you. These actions include a request to perform services, including the setting of your privacy preferences or the completion of forms (e.g. contact form).



  Functional   functional

Functional cookies help us to remember the website settings you choose and to employ other functions when browsing and using the Cerrad Website. These files allow us to remember your preferences and enable the operation of the Cerrad Website when you visit it again.



  Analytical   analytics

Analytical cookies help to examine statistics on traffic on the Cerrad Website and check the sources of traffic. In addition, they enable us to get information about the most popular tabs of the website and the way the users navigate the Cerrad Website. These files  improve the comfort of use of the Cerrad Website. In addition, thanks to the analytical cookies we can detect various misuses, e.g. artificial Internet traffic (bots).



  Marketing   advertisement

Marketing cookies can be installed on the Cerrad Website by our partners. Marketing cookies enable the profiling of advertisements displayed both on external websites and the Cerrad Website in accordance with your preferences within the scope of the choice of services and on the basis of data held by us, including your behaviour on the Cerrad Website.
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